COMET XT ICE
Code: 0P502100741
Color: BLACK/RED
Size: ADJ 18.5-21.5, 20.5-23.5, 22.5-25.5

Description
Comet XT Ice skates take a lot of the frustration
out of the ice skating experience for parents and
kids alike. The Comet XT Ice is a 4 size
adjustable skate with an easy to use push-button
system allowing it to grow with the child's feet.
It is a great value product kids can use for
multiple years that parents can also share with
younger siblings when the child grows out of them.
Comet XT Ice skates are comfortable the moment
kids put them on because of the well padded liner
and supportive structure. These convenient skates
are an ideal option from renting skates and
provide a positive and enjoyable experience on the
ice. Kids of all skating levels and abilities will
benefit from the support, comfort and value of the
Comet XT Ice. While the blades may seem sharp, it
is always best to sharpen new ice skates before
the first use to ensure optiomal performance o the
ice.FEATURES:• THE PERFECT RECREATIONAL ICE SK
FOR KIDS features an adjustable sizing system,
comfort, convenience and style. Kids of all
skating abilities will benefit from its
performance and versatility.• ADJUSTABLE 4 SIZE
FIT SYSTEM utilizes an easy to use push-button
mechanism enabling the skates to grow with the
childs feet. Kids and parents will benefit from
its versatility and convenience.• SUPPORT AND
STABILITY is provided by the lightweight Comet
structure and enables the perfect amount of
forward flex and comfort for gliding around the
rink or pond.• COMFORTABLE LINER WITH THINSULATE
to ensure feet stay warm and cozy for longer
skating sessions while the buckle, strap & lace
with lace lock closure provide a secure fit.•
STAINLESS STEEL BLADES hold their edge longer,
prevent rusting and deliver consistent performance
with minimal maintenance. Please make sure the
blades have been sharpened before the first use
for proper performance.

Category: ICE SKATES / ROLLERBLADE ICE
Gender: Kids
Group: KIDS

